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We consider a non-linear perturbation of a famous Riemann-Hilbert problem on the recovering of a
holomorphic function in a domain via its real part on the boundary. We get an information on the local
structure of the solutions and give suﬃcient conditions for their real analyticity. A simple instructive
example is considered.
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Various non-linear generalizations of the famous Riemann-Hilbert problem on the recovering
of a holomorphic function f in a domain D on the complex plane C via a linear combination
of its imaginary Im(f) and real Re(f) parts on the boundary @D of D (see [1]) were discussed
in many aspects, see, for instance, [2–6]. The aim of this short note is the investigation of a
non-linear generalization of the Riemann-Hilbert problem from the viewpoint of the diﬀerential
equations.
More precisely, for the closure O of an open set O  C we denote by Cs;(O) the space of
functions satisfying the Ho¨lder condition with a power 0 <  < 1 together with all its derivatives
up to order s 2 Z+ on O. We also denote by @ = 1
2

@
@x
+
p 1 @
@y

the Cauchy-Riemann
operator on the plane C = R2 with the coordinates z = x +p 1y, and consider the following
problem.
Problem 1. Given functions a(z) 2 C0;(D), u0 2 C1;(@D) and a given meromorphic function
F (f) over C, find a function f 2 C1;(D n S) such that(
@f = a(z)F (f) in D n S;
B(f) = u0 on @D;
where S is a closed set containing poles of the function F and B is a suitable non-linear operator.
Of course, in the present form the problem is too immense. In the most simple cases, F (f) = 0
or F (f) = f , and B(f) = Re(f), Problem 1 becomes linear one. In these cases it can be easily
reduced to the Riemann-Hilbert problem (see, for instance, [1]). In this note we consider a
natural class for the function F , such that a helpful information on the local structure of the
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non-linear Problem 1. We also consider a simple but instructive example where this information
appears to be global and allows to construct formulas for solutions of the problem.
Let M(O) stand for the class of meromorphic functions on an open set O  C. Let also
N(F ) stand for the set of zeros of the function F .
Lemma 1. Let D be a domain with the boundary @D class C2, a 2 C0;(D), F (w) 2 M(C),
the function
1
F (w)
admit a primitive G(w) 2 C nN(F ), and h(z) be a function holomorphic in
a neighbourhood of a point z0 2 D. If G(w) is an invertible map in a neighbourhood of the point
h(z0) 2 C then the function
f(z) = G 1(A(z) A(z0) + h(z))
is a solution to the equation
(@f)(z) = a(z)F (f(z))
in a neighbourhood of the point z0.
Proof. First of all we invoke the Potential Theory (see, for instance, [7]). It implies that for
any complex function a 2 C0;(D) there is a complex potential
A(z) =
1
2
p 1
Z
D
a()
   z d ^ d
(here  is the complex adjoint to the complex variable ) belonging to the Ho¨lder space C1;(D)
and satisfying @A(z) = a(z) in D:
Let h be holomorphic in a neighbourhood U(z0) of the point z0 2 D and G(w) be an invertible
holomorphic map in a neighbourhood V (h(z0)) of the point h(z0) 2 C. As the potential A is
continuous, there is a neighbourhood W (z0) of the point z0 such that A(z)   A(z0) + h(z) 2
V (h(z0)) for all z 2W (z0). Since the map G(w) admits the inverse map G 1 on the set V (h(z0))
then the function
f(z) = G 1(A(z) A(z0) + h(z))
is defined on W (z0). In particular,
G(f(z)) = A(z) A(z0) + h(z)
for all z 2W (z0). Applying the Cauchy-Riemann operator @ to the function G(f(z)) we obtain
@G(f(z)) = a(z) for all z 2 W (z0). On the other hand, by the formula for the diﬀerentiation of
the composition of maps, we get
@G(f(z)) = G
0
(f(z))@f(z)
for all z 2W (z0). As G is a primitive for the function 1=F (w) we see that
G
0
(f(z))@f(z) = a(z)
for all z 2W (z0). Hence @f(z) = F (f(z))a(z) in a neighbourhood of z0. 
Lemma 2. Let D be a domain with the boundary @D class C2, @D, a 2 C0;(D), F (w) 2M(C),
the function
1
F (w)
admits a primitive G(w) 2 C n N(F ) and the map G(w) is invertible in a
neighbourhood of the point f(z0) for some point z0 2 D. If f 2 C1;(D) and
@f(z) = a(z)F (f(z))
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then there is a function h0, holomorphic in a neighbourhood of the point z0, such that
f(z) = G 1(A(z) A(z0) + h0(z)):
Proof. We set
h0(z) = G(f(z)) A(z) +A(z0):
This function is well defined in the neighbourhood of the point z0 where the function G(f(z)) is
defined. By the definition h0 is R-diﬀerentiable the neighbourhood. Moreover, as G is a primitive
of the function
1
F (w)
, then again using the formula for the diﬀerentiation of the composition of
maps, we obtain
@h0(z) = 0:
Hence the function h0(z) is holomorphic in a neighbourhood of the point z0 2 D. 
These two technical lemmas lead to the following useful theorem.
Theorem 1. Let a(z) 2 C0;(D) be real analytic in D, F (w) 2 M(C) and the function 1
F (w)
admit a primitive G(w) 2 C nN(F ). If f 2 C1;(D) and @f(z) = a(z)F (f(z)) in D and the map
G(w) is invertible in a neighbourhood of the point f(z0) with z0 2 D then f is real analytic in
this point.
Proof. Using Lemma 2 for the point z0 described in the theorem, we conclude that there are
a neighbourhood and a holomorhic function h0 in this neighbourhood such that
f(z) = G 1(A(z) A(z0) + h0(z)):
Besides, if the function a(z) 2 C0;(D) is real analytic, in D then, by Petrovskii Theorem on real-
analyticity of solutions to elliptic equations, the potential A(z) is real analytic function in D, too.
As any holomorphic function is real analytic we conclude that the function A(z) A(z0) + h(z)
is real analytic in a neighbourhood of the point z0.
Since F (w) 2 M(C) we see that 1
F (w)
is holomorphic everywhere accept zeros of the func-
tion F . As G(w) admits the inverse map in a neighbourhood of the point f(z0) 2 C, the Inverse
Map Theorem implies that G 1(w) is holomorphic function in a neighbourhood of the point
f(z0). Therefore the function
G 1(A(z) A(z0) + h0(z));
is real analytic in a neighbourhood of the point z0 as a composition of real analytic functions.
Thus, f(z) is real analytic in a neighbourhood of the point z0, too. 
Though we get an information on the local properties of solutions to Problem 1, in some
cases we can get an information on the global properties, too. Let us illustrate this on a simple
example, corresponding to a special choice of the boundary operator B.
Corollary 1. Let F (w) = w2, Bf =
Ref
jf j2 , a 2 C
0;(D). Then
1) any solution f to Problem 1, which has no zeros in D, has the following form:
f(z) =
 1
A(z) + h(z)
(1)
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with a function h 2 C1;(D), holomorphic in D and satisfying the relations
A(z) + h(z) 6= 0 in D; (2)
Re(h(z)) =  u0   Re(A(z)) on @D; (3)
2) if the function a is real analyzic in D then any solution f to Problem 1, which does not
vanish on D, is real analytic in D;
3) if f and ~f are solutions to Problem 1, which have no zeros in D then we have
1
f
  1
~f
= ic;
with a real constant c;
4) for each function u0 2 C0;(@D) there is a solution f to Problem 1, which has no zeros
in D.
Proof. If f is a solution to Problem 1 and f(z) 6= 0 in D then we set
h(z) =
 1
f(z)
 A(z):
By the definition the function h is R-diﬀerentiable in D and, by direct calculation we get
@h =
@f
f2
  a = 0 in D:
Hence the function h is holomorphic in D and it belongs to C1;(D). In particular, f has the
form (1).
Next, the function f is continuous on the compact set D and hence it is bounded on D by
the Weierstrass Theorem. Thus,
 1
f(z)
= A(z) + h(z) 6= 0
on D, i.e. h satisfies relation (2). Moreover, as Re(1=f) = Re(f)=jf j2, the function h satisfies
also relaton (3). The statement 1) is proved.
The statement 2) follows from Theorem 1 immediately.
Let now f; ~f be solutions to Problem 1, having no zeros in D. Then
1
f
  1
~f
=  A(z)  h(z) +A(z) + ~h(z) = ~h(z)  h(z);
where ~h(z); h(z) are holomorphic functions satisfying relation (3). This means that ~h(z); h(z)
are solutions of the Riemann-Hilbert with the same datum u0. Therefore ~h(z)  h(z) = ic with
a real constant c, see, for instance, [1, Ch. 4, Sec. 29]). The statement 3) is proved.
Finally, as we have seen above, any function of the form (1) is a solution to the equation
@f = a(z)f2 in the domain D accept the point where the denominator equals to zero (of course,
if the function h is holomorphic in D). Thus, to solve Problem 1 we need to find a holomorphic
function h(z) 2 C1;(D) in D, satisfying relations (2) and (3).
Since A 2 C1;(D) and u0 2 C1;(@D), the existence of a holomorphic function h 2 C1;(D),
satisfying (3) follows from results [1, Ch. 4, Sec. 29]). Moreover, h can be expressed via A and
u0 by the precise integral formula involving the Green function of the Dirichlet problem for the
Laplace operator in D.
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As the set D is compact and A(z) 2 C1;(D), the function is bounded over D. As we
have noted above, any two solutions to Riemann-Hilbert problem with given data diﬀers by a
summand ic with a real constant c, see, for instannce, [1, Ch. 4, Sec. 29]). Hence, choosing
an appropriate real constant c we may guarantee that the correponding function h satisfies (2),
too, i.e., that the corresponding function of the type (1) has non zero denominator over the
compact D. Thus, for the particular boundary operator B and each fixed u0 2 C1;(@D) we
presented a family of solutions to Problem 1, with elements do not vanishing on D. This proves
the Statement 4). 
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Об аналоге задачи Римана-Гильберта для одного
нелинейного возмущения оператора Коши-Римана
Юлия Л.Черепанова
Александр А.Шлапунов
Институт математики и фундаментальной информатики
Сибирский федеральный университет
Свободный, 79, Красноярск, 660041
Россия
В работе рассмотрено одно нелинейное обобщение хорошо известной задачи Римана- Гильберта о
восстановлении голоморфной функции в области по ее вещественной части на границе. Получена
информация о локальной структуре решения для достаточно широкого класса нелинейностей.
Указаны достаточные условия вещественной аналитичности решений. Приведен простой при-
мер решения нелинейной задачи.
Ключевые слова: оператор Коши-Римана, нелинейная задача Римана-Гильберта
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